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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a compound
needle for a flatbed knitting machine, which is put in a
needle groove formed on a needle bed of the flatbed
knitting machine, is used for knitting a fabric and opens
and closes a hook with a slider.

[Background Art]

[0002] Conventionally, in a flatbed knitting machine, a
compound needle, which opens and closes a hook with
a slider, has been used as a knitting needle in case min-
iaturization, improved productivity or the like being in-
tended. In the compound needle, a needle body, which
has the hook at a front end thereof, makes slide move in
a needle groove, and a slider, which is put in a slider
groove formed on the needle body, moves relatively to
the needle body. The slider has a tongue at a leading
end side thereof and a front end of the tongue contacts
a steeple head of the hook to close the hook when an
operation to form a knitted loop in which a new loop is
formed on the hook. The tongue also has a function to
guide an old loop held on an upper edge of the tongue
such that the old loop climbs over an upper edge of the
closed hook and making the old loop be knocked over.
The old loop hung on the hook moves backward relatively
to the hook and moves to the upper edge of the tongue
when the hook advances to a needle bed gap before the
hook is closed by the tongue. If a knitting yarn is fed to
the hook in the needle bed gap, when the hook is pulled
in to the needle bed, the knitting yarn is caught in the
hook and a new loop is formed in the hook. If the front
end of the tongue is made to contact the steeple head of
the hook to close the hook and the needle body and the
slider are further pulled in to the needle bed, the old loop
is knocked over. In order to smoothly perform such op-
eration of the tongue, a bottom face of the slider groove
is formed as a cam face including a rising slope and a
declining slope which move the tongue in the up-down
direction in some cases (for example, see Patent Liter-
ature 1).

[Citation List]

[Patent Literature]

[0003] [Patent Literature 1] Japanese Patent No.
3886903
[0004] Prior art document EP 1 229 158 A1 discloses
a compound needle with a first knitting member having
a fork portion extending forwardly formed in an upper
portion of a side wall of the first knitting member at an
accommodation groove forming portion thereof where
the accommodation groove for accommodating the sec-
ond knitting member is formed, while also the second

knitting member has a guiding portion formed to be
curved outwardly so that its upper surface can confront
a lower surface of the fork portion formed on the side wall
of the first knitting member, so that while the second knit-
ting member is moved relative to the first knitting member
5, the guiding portion of the second knitting member is
guided into a space formed under the fork portion of the
first knitting member and supported by the fork portion
during at least part of the relative movement.
[0005] From document EP 1 424 417 A1 a composite
needle of a knitting machine is known which comprises
a needle body having at the tip end a hook, a slider formed
by superposing two blades, wherein the composite nee-
dle of the knitting machine is formed such that a blade
groove provided in the needle body supports the blades
of the slider when the needle body and the slider can
separately slide in the forward and backward directions.
[0006] Furthermore, a compound needle is known
from document GB 2 043 714 A which comprises a hook
member with a hook, and a slider member having one
end portion to close the hook. Below the hook, the hook
member has a recess to receive the end portion when
the hook is opened by relative lifting of the hook member.
The hook member has a recess to receive a tongue on
the slider member and the cooperating upper edges of
these cam the end portion outwardly as the hook member
retracts relative to the slider member. This movement
also carries a loop out of the hook to be cast off over the
hook.

[Summary of Invention]

[Technical Problem]

[0007] At the time of yarn catching in which the hook
is made to advance to the needle bed gap to receive yarn
feeding, the needle body is made to move forward and
backward with respect to the needle bed gap while the
slider is almost stopped in a state where the old loop is
held on the upper edge of the tongue. When the needle
body which has received the yarn feeding on the hook
moves backward from the needle bed gap and gets closer
to the tongue so as to close the hook, the tongue tries to
rise relatively with an action by the rising slope of the
slider groove and the old loop is pulled in downward in
the needle bed gap. There are generated on the bottom
portion of the tongue, a component force, in the direction
to make the tongue contact the rising slope vertically,
and a component force, in the direction to make the
tongue decline along the rising slope, at a part which
makes slide contact with the rising slope of the slider
groove, owing to a pulling force to a downside of the
needle bed gap which acts on the old loop on the upper
edge. When a state where the tongue is temporarily held
to rise relatively, if the component force in the direction
to make the tongue decline is made larger, there arises
a risk that the slider is moved backward with respect to
the needle body.
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[0008] The component force, in the direction to make
the slider decline when the tongue rises relatively, in-
creases in a case where the old loop is a double stitch,
in a case where thick knitting yarns are used, in a case
where driving speeds of the needle body and the slider
are made higher, or the like.
[0009] An object of the present invention is to provide
a compound needle for a flatbed knitting machine which
can make a slider hard to move backward owing to a
pulling force, which acts on an old loop, to a downside
of a needle bed gap, even if a state where a tongue as-
cends relatively is temporarily held, while the tongue is
moved relatively so as to close a hook.

[Solution to Problem]

[0010] This and other objects are solved by a com-
pound needle for a flatbed knitting machine having the
features as set forth in claim 1. A preferred embodiment
of the compound needle is stated in subclaim 2.
[0011] The present invention is a compound needle for
a flatbed knitting machine, being combined a needle body
which is put in a needle groove formed on a needle bed
of the flatbed knitting machine in a state where the needle
body is movable to slide in a front-rear direction and has
a hook at a front portion, and on which a slider groove is
formed rearward with respect to the hook,
with a slider of which lower portion is put in the slider
groove of the needle body and which has a tongue, ca-
pable of hanging a knitted loop at a front portion, and
moves relatively to the needle body to open and close
the hook by the tongue, and
on a bottom face of the slider groove, a rising slope which
makes the tongue rise such that a leading end of the
tongue reaches a height at which the leading end of the
tongue contacts a steeple head of the hook when the
slider is made closer to the hook so as to close the hook
by the tongue, and a flat face which makes the risen
tongue closer to the hook at a constant height, being
formed as a continuous cam face, comprising
a bottom portion of the slider on which the bottom face
of the slider groove acts as the cam face has:

a slide contact portion which makes slide contact
with the flat face on the bottom face of the slider
groove such that the tongue is made closer to the
hook at the constant height when the hook is closed
by the tongue, and
a contacting portion which projects from frontward
of the slide contact portion to the side of the bottom
face of the slider groove so as to contact the flat face
in advance of the slide contact portion at a stage
where the slide contact portion makes the transition
from the rising slope on the bottom face of the slider
groove to the flat face.

[0012] Further, in the present invention, said contact-
ing portion on the bottom portion of the slider has a cir-

cular arc shape and makes point contact with said flat
face.
[0013] Further, in the present invention, said tongue is
divided into two blades and sandwiches the steeple head
of said hook from both sides when the hook is closed

[Advantageous Effects of Invention]

[0014] According to the present invention, a bottom
portion of a slider on which a bottom face of a slider
groove acts as a cam face has a slide contact portion
and a contacting portion. The slide contact portion makes
slide contact with a flat face on the bottom face of the
slider groove such that the tongue is made closer to the
hook at a constant height when the hook is closed by the
tongue. The contacting portion projects to the side of the
bottom face of the slider groove from a front portion of
the slide contact portion so as to abut against the flat face
in advance of the slide contact portion at a stage where
the slide contact portion makes a transition from a rising
slope on the bottom face of the slider groove to the flat
face. The contacting portion contacts the flat face on the
bottom face of the slider groove in advance of the slide
contact portion, so that, even if a pulling force to a down-
side of the needle bed gap acts on an old loop, component
forces are generated in the direction along the flat face
and in the direction perpendicular to the flat face. At the
time of the yarn catching in which a state where the
tongue relatively rises is temporarily held, if the contact-
ing portion is made to contact the flat face, a component
force is generated not in the direction that the slider is
moved backward along the rising slope but in the direc-
tion along the flat face, therefore, the slider can be made
hard to move backward.
[0015] Further, according to the present invention, the
contacting portion on the bottom portion of the slider has
a circular arc shape and makes point contact with the flat
face, so that, when the contacting portion contacts the
flat face on the bottom face of the slider groove, only a
component force in the direction perpendicular to the flat
face can be made to be generated and a component
force in the direction that the slider moves backward
along the flat face can be made not to be generated.
[0016] Further, according to the present invention, two
blades of the slider smoothly open and close the hook,
even if a downward pulling force in the needle bed gap
acting on the old loop is increased, the slider is made
hard to move backward so that the old loop can be reliably
knocked over.

[Brief Description of Drawings]

[0017]

[Fig. 1] Fig. 1 is a partial front view showing a sche-
matic structure of a compound needle 1 as an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
[Fig. 2] Fig. 2 is a front view showing main parts struc-
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turing the compound needle 1 of Fig. 1 and a com-
bined state of the main parts.
[Fig. 3] Figs. 3 are partial front views showing oper-
ations of the compound needle 1 of Fig. 1.
[Fig. 4] Fig. 4 is a partial front view showing a state
where an old loop is held on the compound needle
1 of Fig. 1.

[Description of Embodiments]

[0018] In each drawing, the same reference numeral
denotes corresponding part and repeated description is
omitted in some cases. Further, parts which are not de-
noted with reference numerals in the drawing to be re-
ferred to but denoted with reference numerals in the
drawing referred to before are described in some cases.
[0019] Further, the compound needle 1 in the drawings
is illustrated in a state where the compound needle 1 is
put in a needle groove formed on a needle bed of a flatbed
knitting machine. However, the needle groove itself is
omitted to illustrate in the drawings. The needle bed of
the flatbed knitting machine is inclined upward toward a
needle bad gap located at the front side of the needle
groove and downward away from the needle bed gap as
shown in Fig. 4, however, the compound needle 1 in Fig.
1 to Figs. 3 is shown in a horizontal posture. In the pos-
ture, a right hand indicates a front side as the needle bed
gap side and a left hand indicates a rear side away from
the needle bed gap. Further, an upside in the drawings
indicates a direction that the compound needle 1 floats
from the needle groove and a downside in the drawings
indicates a direction that the composite needle 1 sinks
in the needle groove.

[Example]

[0020] In the compound needle 1 shown in Fig. 1, a
needle body 2 makes slide move in the needle groove
of the needle bed in the right-and-left direction of Fig. 1.
A hook 3 is provided on a front end of the needle body 2
and a guiding portion presser 2a is formed at a rearward
distanced from the hook 3. A slider groove 4 is provided
on a needle shank 2b including the guiding portion press-
er 2a at the rearward with respect to the hook 3. The
slider groove 4 is opened on an upper face of the needle
shank 2b. In the slider groove 4, a lower portion of a slider
5 is put in, and if the lower portion of the slider 5 makes
slide move in the slider groove 4, the slider 5 can move
relatively to the needle body 2. A tongue 6 is formed on
a front end of the slider 5 and an old loop can be held on
an upper edge 6a thereof. A fall preventing portion 6b
which is made higher than the upper edge 6a is provided
at a leading end of the tongue 6 so that the old loop held
on the upper edge 6a does not fall.
[0021] As shown in Fig. 1, the hook 3 is opened in a
state where the fall preventing portion 6b at the leading
end of the tongue 6 is separated to the rearward from a
steeple head 3a of the hook 3. The hook 3 is opened and

closed by the tongue 6 with the relative movement of the
slider 5 with respect to the needle body 2. The movement
of the slider 5 with respect to the needle groove is per-
formed through a base body 7. The slider 5 and the base
body 7 combine with each other at the left side out of a
range shown within the drawing. A butt provided on the
base body 7 is driven by a cam so that the driving of the
slider 5 is performed. Further, in the needle body 2, a
butt provided on a needle jack which is combined to the
needle body 2 at the left side out of a range shown in the
drawing is driven with a cam so that the hook 3 is moved
forward and backward with respect to a needle bed gap
8 with the movement of the needle body 2 in the needle
groove. In the needle bed gap 8, needle beds at front
and rear sides are opposed to each other and a center
line 8a extends in the vertical direction. However, in Fig.
1, the direction that the center line 8a extends is indicated
not by an up and down direction but by a diagonally right
up direction.
[0022] A cam face including a rising slope 4a, a flat
face 4b and a declining slope 4c is formed on a bottom
face of the slider groove 4 in which the lower portion of
the slider 5 is put in. The cam face guides a bottom portion
of the tongue 6 and moves the tongue 6 in the up-down
direction when the tongue 6 makes closer to and closes
the steeple head 3a of the hook 3. If the tongue 6 closes
the steeple head 3a of the hook 3, the old loop held on
the upper edge 6a of the tongue 6 can be made to pass
through the upper edge 3b of the hook 3 so as to be
knocked over. A slide contact portion 6c, which make
slide contact with the cam face, and a contacting portion
6d are provided on the bottom portion of the tongue 6.
The slide contact portion 6c makes slide contact with the
cam face at leftward from the rising slope 4a, that is the
rising slope 4a and the flat face 4b. However, at the time
of the yarn catching when yarns are fed from a yarn feeder
port 9 to the hook 3 in the needle bed gap 8, as shown
in Fig. 1, the slide contact portion 6c is retained in the
vicinity of a portion where the slide contact portion 6c
moves from the rising slope 4a to the flat face 4b and a
state where the contacting portion 6d contacts the flat
face 4b is temporarily held.
[0023] As shown in an upper portion of Fig. 1, on the
bottom portion of the tongue 6, a step portion 6e is formed
between the slide contact portion 6c and the contacting
portion 6d and the step portion 6e has a shape which is
concave to an upside in comparison with a conventional
shape 6f. A shoulder portion 5a and a guiding portion 5b
of the slider 5 are provided on the rear portion of the
tongue 6. The guiding portion 5b is pressed by the guiding
portion presser 2a in a state where the slider 5 is moved
backward with respect to the needle-body 2 to the max-
imum. The shoulder portion 5a defines a backmost po-
sition at which a knitted loop held on the upper edge 6a
of the tongue 6 is moved backward to the maximum.
[0024] The knitted loop held on the upper edge 6a re-
ceives a pulling force to the downside of the needle bed
gap 8. At this time, the contacting portion 6d contacts the
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flat face 4b on the bottom portion of the tongue 6 on which
the bottom face of the slider groove 4 acts as a cam face.
As will be described later with reference to Fig. 4, the
pulling force acting on the knitted loop acts in a downward
direction in Fig. 1 and the direction that the pulling force
acts is substantially identical to the direction that the con-
tacting portion 6d contacts the flat face 4b. Therefore,
since a component force in the direction along the flat
face 4b is hardly generated with the pulling force, the
slider 5 is made hard to move backward. It is to be noted
that even if the contacting portion 6d has a linear shape
such that the contacting portion 6d makes line contact
with the flat face 4b for a short distance, for example, a
component force generated in the direction along the flat
face 4b makes it possible to make the slider 5 hard to
move backward. If the contacting portion 6d has a circular
arc shape and makes point contact with the flat face 4b,
only a component force in the direction constantly per-
pendicular to the flat face 4b is generated and a compo-
nent force in the direction along the flat face 4b is not
generated. Therefore, in such a case, the slider 5 can be
made further hard to move backward.
[0025] Fig. 2 shows the compound needle 1 and the
needle body 2, the slider 5 and the needle jack 10 as
main parts of the compound needle 1 in a combined state
and exploded states. The slider 5 and the base body 7
are combined to each other with a combining portion 5d
and the slider 5 is moved by a driving force received on
a driving butt 7b. An auxiliary butt 7c is also provided so
as to be adjacent to the driving butt 7b. The needle body
2 has a combining concave 2c in the vicinity of a rear end
thereof. The needle jack 10 is bonded to the needle body
2. A tail portion of the needle jack 10 becomes an elastic
leg 10a and elastically floats from a bottom face of the
needle groove. A driving butt 10b is provided on the mid-
dle of the needle jack 10 and receives driving for making
the needle body 2 to slide move in the needle groove. A
combining convex 10c is provided on a front end of the
needle jack 10. The combining convex 10c is combined
to the combining concave 2c of the needle body 2 so that
the needle body 2 and the needle jack 10 are combined.
A combination of the base body 7 and the slider 5 can
be moved relatively to the needle jack 10 and the needle
body 2 which are combined to each other in this manner.
[0026] Figs. 3 shows knitting operations of the knit by
moving the slider 5 relatively to the needle body 2 in the
compound needle 1 of Fig. 1. Though the needle body 2
also moves with respect to the needle groove in some
cases, Figs. 3 shows the operations in a state where the
needle body 2 is relatively stopped and the slider 5 is
relatively moved.
[0027] Fig. 3(a) shows a state where the slider 5 moves
backward with respect to the needle body 2 to the max-
imum. In this state, the hook 3 is made into a state of
advancing to the needle bed gap 8 to the maximum. The
old loop hung in the hook 3 before the hook 3 is made to
advance to the needle bed gap 8 moves to the tongue 6
side along the upper edge of the needle shank 2b as the

needle body 2 advances to the needle bed gap 8. The
fall preventing portion 6b of the tongue 6 sinks in the
slider groove 4 and does not protrude from the upper
edge of the needle shank 2b, so that the old loop can
smoothly be moved relatively onto the upper edge 6a of
the tongue 6.
[0028] Fig. 3(b) shows a state at the time of the yarn
catching in which the hook 3 receives yarn feeding as
shown in Fig. 1. If the slider 5 is almost stopped with
respect to the needle groove, the needle body 2 is slightly
moved backward with respect to the needle groove, and
the hook 3 is moved backward to a yarn feeding position
from the most-advanced position from the state of Fig. 3
(a), the slide contact portion 6c on the bottom portion of
the tongue 6 makes slide contact with the rising slope 4a
so that the tongue 6 can be risen such that the upper
edge 6a and the fall preventing portion 6b are located at
positions higher than the upper edge of the needle shank
2b. If a state where the contacting portion 6d on the bot-
tom portion of the tongue 6 contacts the flat face 4b is
temporarily held and yarn feeding to the hook 3 is per-
formed, even if a pulling force to the downside of the
needle bed gap 8 acts on the old loop held on the upper
edge 6a of the tongue 6, the slider 5 can be made hard
to move backward.
[0029] Fig. 3(c) shows a state, in which the slider 5 is
stopped at a position as is shown in Fig. 3(b) and the
needle body 2 is moved backward with respect to the
needle bed gap 8 so as to pull in the hook 3 to the needle
bed. If the slide contact portion 6c on the bottom portion
of the tongue 6 makes slide contact with the flat face 4b,
the contacting portion 6d is separated from the flat face
4b and does not receive an action from the cam face.
The knitting yarn is caught in the hook 3.
[0030] Fig. 3(d) shows a state, in which the steeple
head 3a of the hook 3 contacts the fall preventing portion
6b at the front end of the tongue 6 and the hook 3 is
closed by the tongue 6. A new loop is formed in the hook
3 by pulling in the hook 3 to the needle bed side. If the
hook 3 is further pulled in, the old loop held on the upper
edge 6a of the tongue 6 passes through the upper edge
3b of the hook 3 and is knocked over. The declining slope
4c for making the tongue 6 decline is provided so that
the fall preventing portion 6b does not hinder the move-
ment of the old loop when the old loop is knocked over.
It is to be noted that the flat face 4b may be extended to
the front end of the bottom face of the slider groove 4
without providing the declining slope 4c on the bottom
face of the slider groove 4 as long as the movement of
the old loop is not hindered.
[0031] It is to be noted that the slider 5 is structured to
be divided into two blades which are lined in the direction
perpendicular to a paper plane. A leading end side of the
tongue 6 is also divided into two and the fall preventing
portions 6b sandwich the steeple head 3a from both sides
when the steeple head 3a of the hook 3 is closed by the
leading end of the tongue 6 as shown in Fig. 3(d). When
the slider 5 is divided into two blades, not only the hook
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3 can be closed by the leading end of the tongue 6 as
shown in Fig. 3(d) but also the two blades can be made
to advance to the needle bed gap 8 beyond the hook 3
so as to perform stitch transferring. In the driving cam for
performing various operations by using the slider 6 which
is divided into two blades as described above, a path
switching of a cam groove acting on the driving butt 7b
is performed many times. If the slider 6 is moved back-
ward in the middle of the guiding, there arises a risk that
the slider 6 is guided to a different path and a malfunction
is caused. If the contacting portion 6d is provided on the
bottom portion of the tongue 6 so as to make the slider
6 hard to move backward, the risk of the malfunction can
be reduced. Further, the slider 5 which is not divided into
two blades may be used. In this case, when the state at
the time of the yarn catching of the knit is temporarily
held, the slider 5 can be also made hard to move back-
ward as in the case of the above-mentioned slider 5 which
is divided into two blades.
[0032] Fig. 4 shows a state at the time of the yarn catch-
ing of the knit as knitting the fabric in the vicinity of a
leading end of a needle bed 11 as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 3(b).
An old loop 12 held on the upper edge 6b of the tongue
6 is continuous to a fabric 13 dropping to the downward
of the needle bed gap 8. The knit fabric 13 is pulled to
the downward of the needle bed gap 8 with a pulling-
down device. A movable sinker 14 which pushes the old
loop 12 and the fabric 13 to the downward of the needle
bed gap 8 is used in some cases. The movable sinker
14 pushes the old loop 12 to the downward of the needle
bed gap 8 with a yarn receiving portion 14a. A pulling
force to the downward in Fig. 4 acts on the upper edge
6a of the tongue 6 with the knitting yarns of the old loop
12. The bottom portion of the tongue 6 contacts the flat
face 4b on the bottom face of the slider groove 4 at the
contacting portion 6d having a circular arc shape in a
point contact manner, so that a component force which
moves the slider 5 backward is hardly generated on the
contacting portion 6d.

[Reference Signs List]

[0033]

1 Compound needle

2 Needle body

3 Hook

3a Steeple head

4 Slider groove

4a Rising slope

4b Flat face

5 Slider

6 Tongue

6a Upper edge

6c Slide contact portion

6d Contacting portion

7 Base body

8 Needle bed gap

12 Old loop

Claims

1. A compound needle (1) for a flatbed knitting machine
combining a needle body (2) which can be put in a
needle groove formed on a needle bed (11) of the
flatbed knitting machine in such a way that the needle
body (2) is movable forward and backward with re-
spect to a needle bed gap (8) of the flatbed knitting
machine and which has a hook (3) at a front portion
and a slider groove (4) formed rearward with respect
to the hook (3),
with a slider (5) of which the lower portion is put in
the slider groove (4) of the needle body (2) and which
has a tongue (6) capable of holding a knitted loop,
at a front portion and which is movable relatively to
the needle body (2) to open and close the hook (3)
by the tongue (6), wherein
on a bottom face of the slider groove (4) a rising
slope (4a), which makes the tongue (6) rise such that
a leading end of the tongue (6) reaches a height at
which the leading end of the tongue (6) contacts a
steeple head (3a) of the hook (3) when the slider (5)
is moved closer to the hook (3) so as to close the
hook (3) by the tongue (6), and a flat face (4b), on
which the risen tongue (6) can then move closer to
the hook (3) at a constant height, are formed as a
continuous cam face, wherein
a bottom portion of the slider (5) on which the bottom
face of the slider groove (4) acts as the cam face has
a slide contact portion (6c) which makes slide contact
with the flat face (4b) on the bottom face of the slider
groove (4) when the tongue (6) is moved closer to
the hook (3) at the constant height and when the
hook (3) is closed by the tongue (6), and
a contacting portion (6d) which is provided on the
bottom portion of the tongue (6) and which projects
frontward of the slide contact portion (6c) to the side
of the bottom face of the slider groove (4) so as to
contact the flat face (4a) in advance of the slide con-
tact portion (6c) at a stage where the slide contact
portion (6c) makes the transition from the rising slope
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(4a) on the bottom face of the slider groove (4) to
the flat face (4b),
characterized by
a concave step portion (6e) formed between the slide
contact portion (6c) and the contacting portion (6d),
and said contacting portion (6d) having a circular arc
shape and making point contact with said flat face
(4b).

2. The compound needle (1) of the flatbed knitting ma-
chine according to claim 1, characterized in that
said tongue (6) is divided into two blades and sand-
wiches the steeple head (3a) of said hook (3) from
both sides when the hook (3) is closed.

Patentansprüche

1. Schiebernadel (1) für eine Flachstrickmaschine mit
einem Nadelkörper (2), der in eine in einem Nadel-
bett (11) der Flachstrickmaschine ausgebildete Na-
delrille in der Weise eingelegt werden kann, dass
der Nadelkörper (2) bezüglich eines Nadelbettspalts
(8) der Flachstrickmaschine vor und zurück beweg-
bar ist, und einen Haken (3) am vorderen Teil sowie
eine Schiebernut (4) aufweist, die bezüglich des Ha-
kens (3) hinten ausgebildet ist,
mit einem Schieber (5), dessen unterer Bereich in
die Schiebernut (4) des Nadelkörpers (2) eingelegt
ist und der eine Zunge (6) aufweist, die einen ge-
strickten Henkel in einem vorderen Bereich halten
kann, und die relativ zum Nadelkörper (2) beweglich
ist, um den Haken (3) durch die Zunge (6) zu öffnen
und zu schließen, wobei
auf einer Bodenfläche der Schiebernut (4) eine an-
steigende Schräge (4a), der es der Zunge (6) ermög-
licht, so aufzusteigen, dass ein vorderes Ende der
Zunge (6) eine Höhe erreicht, an der das vordere
Ende der Zunge (6) einen Kirchturm(steeple)-Kopf
(3a) des Hakens (3) berührt, wenn der Schieber (5)
näher an den Haken (3) heran bewegt wird, so dass
der Haken (3) von der Zunge (1) geschlossen wird,
sowie eine flache Fläche (4b) aufweist, auf der die
angehobene Zunge (6) sich dann bei konstanter Hö-
he näher an den Haken (3) schieben kann, als eine
kontinuierliche Nockenfläche ausgebildet ist, wobei
ein Bodenteil des Schiebers (5) auf dem die Boden-
fläche der Schiebernut (4) als die Nockenfläche
wirkt, umfasst
einen Gleitkontaktteil (6c), der den Gleitkontakt mit
der flachen Fläche (4b) auf der Bodenfläche der
Schiebernut (4) bildet, wenn die Zunge (6) mit kon-
stanter Höhe höher an den Haken (3) bewegt wird,
und wenn der Haken (3) durch die Zunge (6) ge-
schlossen wird, und
ein Kontaktbereich (6d), der am Bodenteil der Zunge
(6) vorgesehen ist, und von dem Gleitkontaktteil (6c)
nach vorn zur Seite der Bodenfläche der Schiebernut

(4) vorsteht, so dass die flache Fläche (4a) vor der
Gleitkontaktfläche (6c) in einem Zustand kontaktiert
wird, in dem der Gleitkontaktteil (6c) den Übergang
von der ansteigenden Schräge (4a) auf der Boden-
fläche der Schiebernut (4) zur flachen Fläche (4b)
bildet, gekennzeichnet durch
einen konkaven Schrittteil (6e), der zwischen dem
Gleitkontaktteil (6c) und dem Kontaktbereich (6d)
gebildet ist, und der Kontaktbereich (6d) eine Kreis-
bogenform aufweist und den Punktkontakt mit der
flachen Fläche (4b) bildet.

2. Schiebernadel (1) der Flachstrickmaschine gemäß
Anspruch 1, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
die Zunge (6) in zwei Blätter aufgeteilt ist und den
Kirchturmkopf (3a) des Hakens 3 von beiden Seiten
einschließt, wenn der Haken (3) geschlossen ist.

Revendications

1. Aiguille composée (1) pour une machine à tricoter à
plat combinant un corps d’aiguille (2) qui peut être
placé dans une rainure d’aiguille formée sur une fon-
ture (11) d’une machine à tricoter à plat de telle sorte
que le corps d’aiguille (2) soit mobile en avant et en
arrière par rapport à un intervalle entre fontures (8)
de la machine à tricoter à plat, et qui comporte un
crochet (3) au niveau d’une partie avant et une rai-
nure de coulisseau (4) formée en arrière par rapport
au crochet (3),
avec un coulisseau (5) dont la partie inférieure est
placée dans la rainure de coulisseau (4) du corps
d’aiguille (2) et qui comporte une languette (6) ca-
pable de maintenir une boucle tricotée, au niveau
d’une partie avant et qui est mobile par rapport au
corps d’aiguille (2) pour ouvrir et fermer le crochet
(3) par la languette (6), dans lequel
sur une face inférieure de la rainure de coulisseau
(4) une pente montante (4a), qui fait monter la lan-
guette (6) de telle sorte qu’une extrémité avant de
la languette (6) atteigne une hauteur à laquelle l’ex-
trémité avant de la languette (6) contacte une tête
de flèche (3a) du crochet (3) quand le coulisseau (5)
est déplacé pour s’approcher du crochet (3) de façon
à fermer le crochet (3) par la languette (6), et une
face plate (4b), sur laquelle la languette montée (6)
peut ensuite se rapprocher du crochet (3) à une hau-
teur constante, sont formées comme face de came
continue, dans laquelle,
une partie inférieure du coulisseau (5) sur laquelle
la face inférieure de la rainure de coulisseau (4) agit
comme face de came comporte
une partie de contact coulissant (6c) qui réalise un
contact coulissant avec la face plate (4b) sur la face
inférieure de la rainure de coulisseau (4) lorsque la
languette (6) est déplacée pour se rapprocher du
crochet (3) à la hauteur constante et lorsque le cro-
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chet (3) est fermé par la languette (6), et
une partie de contact (6d) qui est prévue sur la partie
inférieure de la languette (6) et qui fait saillie vers
l’avant de la partie de contact coulissant (6c) vers le
côté de la face inférieure de la rainure de coulisseau
(4) de façon à contacter la face plate (4a) en avance
par rapport à la partie de contact coulissant (6c) à
un stade où la partie de contact coulissant (6c) fait
la transition entre la pente montante (4a) sur la face
inférieure de la rainure de coulisseau (4) et la face
plate (4b),
caractérisé par
une partie en échelon concave (6e) formée entre la
partie de contact coulissant (6c) et la partie de con-
tact (6d), et la partie de contact (6d) ayant une forme
d’arc circulaire et faisant un contact ponctuel avec
la face plate (4b).

2. Aiguille composée (1) de la machine à tricoter à plat
selon la revendication 1, caractérisé en ce que
la languette (6) est divisée en deux lames et prend
en sandwich la tête de flèche (3a) du crochet (3) des
deux côtés quand le crochet (3) est fermé.
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